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Financial news has been identified as an important
alternative information source for modeling market
dynamics in recent years. While most of the attention
goes to stock markets, the foreign exchange (Forex)
market, in contrast, is much less studied. Most of
the existing text mining research for the Forex market
combine news sentiment with other text features, making
the contribution of each factor unclear. To this
end, we want to study the role of news sentiment
exclusively. In particular, we propose a FinBERT-based
model to extract high-frequency news sentiment as a
4-dimensional time series. We examine the efficacy of
this news sentiment for Forex market prediction without
involving any other semantic feature. Experiments
show that our model outperforms alternative sentiment
analysis approaches and confirm that news sentiment
alone may have predictive power for Forex price
movements. The sentiment analysis method seems to
have a big potential to improve despite that the current
predictive power is still weak. The results deepen our
understanding of financial text processing systems.
1. Introduction
Analyzing financial news was traditionally the job
of professional analysts. However, the amount of
information has exploded and the flow of information
accelerated in the past decades. This transition
poses challenges to the capacity of manual financial
information processing. Fortunately, the intelligibility
of machines has improved a lot with the recent advances
in natural language processing (NLP) and deep learning.
The progress makes it possible to automatically analyze
text and subsequently apply the insights to financial
forecasting systems. The financial text may be either
coming from company releases [1], earning calls [2, 3],
news [4], or social media data [5, 6]. The application
tasks include stock market prediction [7], Forex
rates forecasting [8], portfolio optimization and asset
allocation [9], decision-making and decision-support
systems [2], and many more [10].
Compared to stock markets, the problem of Forex
market prediction using financial news is significantly
less investigated. The first reason may be that
the global Forex market is over-the-counter (OTC),
not exchange-traded, and stratified. Consequently,
no participant could access the exhaustive trading
information, and different market participants are
quoted with different price spreads. This makes
performance evaluations sensitive and less reliable
compared to the back-testing practices for stock
markets. The second reason may be the early
pessimistic conclusion from Meese and Rogoff that
Forex rates prediction models rarely beat the random
walk baseline [11, 12, 13]. Although many researches
were attempted later to dispute this result, the majority
of them [14, 15, 16] studied only low-frequency (daily
or monthly) predictions. It is difficult to incorporate
financial news to such researches because financial
news arrives much more frequently than the updates of
fundamentals, whereby its predictive power is believed
to work at shortened horizons. It can be concluded
from various researches [8, 17, 18] that both the useful
news information and predictive horizon are within a
5-minute to 2-hour’s time. Therefore, a large amount
of news data has to be sampled and processed at high
frequencies.
Another challenge lies in choosing the appropriate
NLP methods to process the financial news. Earlier
studies have applied sentiment analysis [18], document
term matrix (DTM) [17], term frequency-inverse
document frequency (TF-IDF) [19] to represent the
news. Recently, representing financial text with deep
learning and document embedding models has become
popular for their strong expressive power. However,
this trend compromises interpretability. Most financial
forecasting tasks are not designed for a single pursuit of
the best performance, but to understand what is going
on, because in practice, no one would apply such a
model with unknown or unbounded risk.





Moreover, Forex market prediction may require a
set of different, well-adapted NLP techniques because
common practices are prone to errors. Take financial
sentiment analysis [20] as an example. As Semiromi
et al. [17] pointed out, in the stock market, news gives
a clear indication of whether to take long or short
positions. Whereas Forex rates concern currency pairs
(base currency/quote currency, such as EUR/USD). A
piece of positive news concerns the EU economy and
a piece of positive news concerns the US economy
drive the Forex rate to opposite directions, such that
more sophisticated analysis, i.e., aspect-based sentiment
analysis may be necessary.
Finally, news-based financial forecasting is by nature
a two-phase task: in the first phase, the sentiment or
content of news is analyzed, and in the second phase,
the result is applied to describe financial markets. It is
possible that the sentiment of the first phase is correct
and accurate, but not useful for the second phase.
Therefore, the evaluation of the two phases should be
almost independent.
To tackle these challenges, we collect financial
news with accurate (millisecond level) timestamps.
Unlike most of the previous researches which only
consider a mixed usage of both semantic and sentiment
information, we separate sentiment apart from other
information and examine whether sentiment alone has
predictive power for the Forex market. This way,
we mitigate the “black-box” problem of machine
learning-based NLP methods and move one step closer
to interpretable financial forecasting. Specifically, we
propose to use FinBERT, one of the state-of-the-art
NLP model for financial sentiment analysis, for
sentiment time series construction and test it against
strong baselines, including a Naive Bayes classifier,
lexicon-based classifiers, and a recurrent neural network
(RNN)-based classifier. We discovered that this model
outperforms others under the condition that no price
information from the Forex market has been accessed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 briefly discusses economic theories on Forex
rate models; Section 3 provides further details on related
works; Section 4 elaborates the architecture of our
proposed model and the structure of sentiment time
series; Experiment settings and results are discussed in
Section 5; Finally, Section 6 concludes this work with
limitations and future work.
2. Theoretical Framework
Previous economics studies, e.g., [12, 22], conclude
that the exchange rates are determined by the present
discounted value of the current and expected future
macroeconomic fundamentals. According to this
theoretical framework, a general exchange rate model
can be roughly formulated as follows [23]:




where pt is the exchange rate (as a price ratio) at time t, θ
is the discount factor, ft+i are relevant future economic
fundamentals, and Ωt is the information available to the
public at time t. Engel and West [22] documented that
investors’ expectations of future fundamental variables
are more important determinants of exchange rates
compared to the current fundamentals. Therefore, the
model needs an effective way to estimate investors’
belief. Possible ways include asking market participants
in a survey or mining private information from the order
flow [24]. In the digital age, though, another approach
is to measure the market sentiment based on news from
financial media, which is elaborated in this article.
3. Related Work
In this section, we discuss related work from two
perspectives, i.e., the Forex predictive models and
techniques for financial sentiment analysis.
3.1. Forex predictive models
There exists a spectrum of Forex predictive
models, from the traditional econometric models to
machine learning ones. In terms of the range of
information sources exploited, econometric models
typically focus on the historical prices and related
Table 1. Literature on Forex market prediction using financial news and corresponding model configurations.
Year Literature News Feature Input Predictive Model Supervision Span/Horizon
2015 Nassirtoussi [19] Sentiment+TF-IDF T SVM SentiWordNet 2hour/1hour
2019 Seifollahi [18] WSD-Sentiment+TF-IDF T SVM SentiWordNet 2hour/1hour
2019 Chen [8] BHAM T+I Softmax Price 40min/5min
2020 Semiromi [17] Sentiment+TF T+I XGBoost FXDIC –/30min
2020 Rognone [21] RavenPack T+I VAR-X – 15min/15min
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economic fundamentals. For instance, Cai and
Zhang [25] proposed the Autoregressive Conditional
Multinomial-Autoregressive Conditional Duration
(ACM-ACD) model to allow more flexibility to time
indexing. The ACM-ACD model utilizes only historical
data to do one-step forward forecasting. In such models,
although the patterns of high-frequency order flows
may transmit macroeconomic announcements [26], the
introduction of external information is very limited.
Machine learning models, on the other hand, generally
consider more factors from the digital age, such as news
sentiment. The only econometric model we surveyed
that considers news sentiment is the exogenous
autoregressive model (VAR-X) [21]. However, the
sentiment data is obtained from RavenPack, a news
analytics service, hence the model does not directly
analyze financial text.
Table 1 summarizes the predictive models from the
recent literature. We observe that statistical learning
models, such as the support vector machine (SVM),
Softmax, and boosting methods are preferred, probably
because of their efficient training process. In particular,
Semiromi et al. [17] consider spontaneous influential
news from a calendar, hence the information span
is not applicable. Together with technical analysis,
their winning model achieves around 60% directional
accuracy; Other researches gather financial news from
a time interval of 15 minutes to 2 hours, then
use this information to predict the price movement
after 5 minutes to 1 hour. The input of predictive
models usually contains both financial text and technical
indicators (T+I). For example, Semiromi et al. [17]
included MACD, Bollinger bands, trend line, and many
others. Even when text is exclusively used, the text
feature usually contains semantic information, in order
to achieve a higher accuracy measure [19, 18]. This fact
casts a shadow on our understanding of the role of news
sentiment, as a basic spirit of science is to hold control
variables constant.
3.2. News sentiment in the Forex market
In terms of how to involve news sentiment, previous
researches have different ideas. Nassirtoussi et al. [19]
looked up the sentiment scores from SentiWordNet [27]
for words from the news. The sentiment scores are later
used to calculate the polarity of news and to weight
its TF-IDF features. Similar general-purpose sentiment
dictionaries include MPQA [28] and SenticNet [29].
Seifollahi and Shajari [18] improved the sentiment
score retrieval results of [19] by adding a word
sense disambiguation module. For example, [fall,
noun] is a neutral word whereas [fall, verb] carries
negative sentiment in financial news. With the correct
part-of-speech tag, the retrieved word polarity will be
more accurate. Their experiments showed that without
sentiment weighting, the accuracy of using only TF-IDF
to predict drops greatly.
Chen et al. [8] used the sentiment information
together with semantic information by learning a
BERT-based Hierarchical Aggregation Model (BHAM).
However, their method is problematic because the
pre-trained BERT model was fine-tuned using price
as a “distant supervision”. With such an end-to-end
setting, it is impossible to examine any meaningful
factor individually. It seems that a large portion of
the predictive power comes from “technical analysis”,
despite that there may be a nonlinear boosting effect
between news sentiment and other economic variables.
Their results are also not stable with a slightly changed
training-test split. Semiromi et al. [17] provided a more
reliable supervision (FXDIC) that is modified from the
Loughran-McDonald Dictionary [30]. This research, in
line with [19, 18], also use sentiment to weigh the TF
and TF-IDF features.
Our approach discards all the semantic information
and constructs sentiment time series at high-frequency.
We later investigate the relation between the sentiment
time series and the Forex rates.
4. The Proposed Method
With two principles in mind: (1) our model does not
use price as distant supervision for sentiment analysis
and, (2) the sentiment information has to be distilled and
separated from other factors, we propose an architecture
as displayed in Figure 1.
We formulate the Forex market prediction problem
as a binary classification task, i.e., to classify directional
movements as upward, if price pt > pt−1, and
downward, if pt < pt−1. Formally, the tick return for
a currency pair B/Q is:
Rt(B/Q) = (pt − pt−1)/pt−1. (2)
Each financial news has a timestamp ti and the
associated representation Ni, i = 1, 2, ..., n.
Because the news is unlabeled, we have to resort
to external resources to build the financial sentiment
analysis module. A recent transformer-based language
model “BERT” [31] is proved to be a promising
contextualized sentence representation. BERT is
pre-trained on a vast amount of natural language data,
which includes Wikipedia among others. According
to Devlin et al. [31], the BERT-base version has 12
layers of encoder and 110 million parameters in total.
















Figure 1. Overview of the model architecture.
randomly masked words in a sentence and prediction of
the next sentence (whether or not there is a following
relation for two given sentences). The input of BERT
includes token embeddings, segment embeddings, and
positional embeddings. For token embeddings, two
special symbols, that are [CLS] and [SEP], are added
to the beginning and end of each sentence.
To further facilitate BERT’s adaptation to the
financial news domain, our proposed system uses
FinBERT1 [34], a recent innovation specifically
developed for financial sentiment analysis. The
FinBERT model first fine-tunes the original BERT
on TRC2 data in order to obtain a language model
in the finance domain. Subsequently, the model is
further trained on Financial PhraseBank [35], learning
to predict the sentiment as positive or negative given
a piece of text. Following the suggestion of [34],
we use the [CLS] token embeddings as the input for
classification tasks. In this context, the sentiment score
of each newsNi is calculated from its token embedding:
s(Ni) = σ(W ∗N [CLS]i + b), (3)
where σ(x) = 1/(1 + e−x) is the sigmoid function; W
and b are trained FinBERT parameters.
4.1. Sentiment time series
Our goal being to aggregate sentiment signals from
each news to form a time series, we preserve more
statistical information instead of simply averaging them.
Specifically, we define the (aggregated) news sentiment
1We note that this name has been competitively used by studies
like [32, 33], though the variant we used here is the only available
version when we conducted our research.
Algorithm 1. Build sentiment time series.
Data: News stream {ti, Ni}
Result: Sentiment time series st(B/Q)
1 for i = 1, 2, ... do
2 if t− 1 < ti < t then
3 s(Ni)← σ(W ∗N [CLS]i + b);
4 if s(Ni) > 0 then
5 sIt (+)←
(k − 1/k)sIt (+) + (1/k)s(Ni);
6 sVt (+)← sVt (+) + 1;
7 else if s(Ni) < 0 then
8 sIt (−)←
(k − 1/k)sIt (−) + (1/k)s(Ni);
9 sVt (−)← sVt (−) + 1;
10 k ← k + 1;
11 else
12 t← t+ 1; [st(B/Q), k]← 0;
13 end
14 end
at time t as a quadruple, that is, to calculate sentiment
polarity and intensity for each relevant message and
aggregate them in a discrete-time axis.
The quadruple inherits the same structure as in [5]
and records the intensity and volume information for





t (−), sVt (+), sVt (−)), (4)
In Equation 4, sIt (+), e.g., is the average intensity
for all the positive news, and sVt (−) the count of
negative news regarding B/Q. Algorithm 1 elaborates
on how the 4 dimensions of st(B/Q) are updated.
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Figure 2. Monthly news volume on EUR/USD.
4.2. Using news sentiment to predict
Since st(B/Q) only samples news with ti < t, the
whole sequence st(B/Q), st−1(B/Q), st−2(B/Q)...
can be used to predict Forex rate movements
without information leakage. Although a longer
sequence contains richer historical information in
theory, empirical evidence suggests that the sequence
does not have to be too long because recent sentiment
is of higher importance. We denote the sequence with
d-step lag as sdt (B/Q), then the learning task is to train
a binary classifier f : sdt (B/Q) 7→ sgn(Rt(B/Q)).
We use a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) model with
single hidden layer of q neurons to learn this mapping,
that is:
f(x) = Softmax(W2 ∗ReLU(W1 ∗ x+ b1) + b2), (5)
where ReLU is the activation function; W1, W2, b1, b2
are MLP parameters and ||W1|| = q.
The training objective is to minimize the regularized
cross-entropy loss function:
`(W , b) = −y ln ŷ− (1−y) ln(1− ŷ)+α||W ||2, (6)
where y = sgn(Rt(B/Q)); ŷ is 0 or 1, depending on
the value of f(x); the second term α||W ||2 punishes
complex models to prevent over-fitting.
5. Experiments and Results
5.1. Datasets
Two major datasets, i.e. the Forex dataset and the
financial news dataset are used in our experiments. First,
we collect the well-vetted high-frequency (5-minute
level) exchange rates for EUR/USD from 2016-01-01
to 2018-06-30. The Forex data is provided by Olsen
Financial Technologies, where frivolous or bad price
quotes have been filtered out. The data comprises the
“bid” and “ask” prices. We compute the mid price by
averaging them. If in some 5-minute interval there is no
transaction made, the price, as well as the return for the
next 5 minutes, will be null. Such data samples will be
excluded from evaluation. Table 2 provides a snippet of
the Forex dataset.
Table 2. High-frequency Forex data (EUR/USD).
Time Bid Ask Mid
24.06.2018 21:35 1.16580 1.16630 1.16605
24.06.2018 21:40 null null null
24.06.2018 21:45 null null null
24.06.2018 21:50 1.16594 1.16614 1.16604
24.06.2018 21:55 1.16560 1.16590 1.16575
Table 3. News headline examples on 2018-05-01.
Time News
05:01:47.115 ireland apr manufacturing pmi 55.3
vs 54.1 in mar
06:00:00.576 sentix euro break-up index falls to
all-time low
06:21:54.055 australia says granted permanent
exemption from u.s. metal tariffs
We further access financial news from Dow Jones
Newswire2 for the same time period. Figure 2 shows
the news volume, where we observe approximately 20K
news per month and periodic fluctuations: less news in
mid-year and December. This number roughly agrees
with the news frequency of around 300 per hour by
Reuters reported in [8]. Each news has a millisecond
level timestamp and a headline, a body, as well as other
attached information such as industry, subject, region
of the news, etc. We filtered the news such that only
relevant news to the Forex movements, such as monetary
policy, central bank announcements, macroeconomics,
tax information is kept.
We use headlines only as the surrogate of content Ni
for the sake of both noise smoothing and computational
efficiency, and we align the timezone of Forex data to the
same of the news data. Table 3 offers three examples of
news headlines. We remove stop-words and apply basic
preprocessing, so that the contractions are expanded and
name entities mapped to the standard form.
Unlike previous researches, which either used very
small test datasets [18] or a single training-test split [8],
we use a sliding window to sample multiple training-test
splits so that the results can cross-validate with each
other. Specifically, we use 6 months’ data to train
2https://professional.dowjones.com/newswires
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Table 4. Classification performances of baselines and the proposed model using only news sentiment.
Quarter NB LMDIC FXDIC bi-LSTM FinBERT
F-1 accuracy F-1 accuracy F-1 accuracy F-1 accuracy F-1 accuracy
2016-Q3 46.4 50.0 46.7 50.5 45.9 49.9 58.9 50.3 53.2 50.2
2016-Q4 54.6 50.2 54.2 50.3 58.0 50.1 57.1 50.3 53.7 49.9
2017-Q1 53.1 49.9 53.6 50.0 53.6 49.9 56.2 49.9 54.7 50.2
2017-Q2 51.3 50.4 51.2 49.9 48.5 49.8 54.6 49.8 52.8 50.0
2017-Q3 50.9 50.4 46.3 49.7 55.5 49.3 56.1 50.0 54.9 50.1
2017-Q4 57.6 50.2 53.6 50.4 57.7 50.0 57.8 50.6 54.9 50.4
2018-Q1 47.6 49.9 52.8 50.2 47.9 49.9 59.2 50.7 54.4 50.7
2018-Q2 55.0 50.3 45.1 49.8 54.0 49.9 58.4 50.6 51.5 50.5
Average 52.1 50.2 50.4 50.1 52.6 49.9 57.3 50.3 53.8 50.3
±S.D. (±3.5) (±0.2) (±3.5) (±0.3) (±4.3) (±0.2) (±1.5) (±0.3) (±1.1) (±0.2)
the classifier and predict the directional movements for
the next 3 months. For example, 2016-01 to 2016-06
are training samples to predict the range of 2016-07 to
2016-09; then 2016-04 to 2016-09 are training samples
to predict the range of 2016-10 to 2016-12... In this
way, we run 8 rounds of experiments and the results are
reported in Table 4.
5.2. Comparison with baselines
We compare our model with other possible
architectures by substituting the financial sentiment
analysis module. To have good coverage of different
types of method, we include both lexicon-based
(LMDIC, FXDIC) and machine learning (NB,
bi-LSTM) baselines as follows.
• Naive Bayes (NB): This method trains a Naive
Bayes classifier using the bag-of-words features
with the Movie Review dataset [36]. For this
reason, it can be expected that the language
domain does not completely overlap with the
news data.
• Loughran-McDonald Dictionary (LMDIC):
This method leverages a dictionary that
is manually-crafted specifically for the
finance domain from 10K documents
by Loughran and McDonald [30]. The
dictionary contains 354 positive words and
2349 negative words [37]; sentiment score is
calculated from positive/negative word counts:
s(Ni) = (Pos−Neg)/(Pos + Neg).
• Forex Dictionary (FXDIC): The same method as
LMDIC except that the LM dictionary is revised
and augmented with keywords that are frequent
and characteristic for the Forex market [17].
• Bidirectional LSTM (bi-LSTM): This method,
like NB, is trained with the Movie Review dataset.
However, it uses the output of a bi-LSTM as news
features instead of bag-of-words. The LSTM
reads the 840B.300d GloVe embedding3 [38] for
each word and outputs the final state.
The financial sentiment analysis modules are used
along with Algorithm 1. The result sentiment time series
along with Forex rates are illustrated in Figure 3. The
blue price band refers to the bid and ask price spread;
The net sentiment (black line) is moving-averaged for
better visual effects. The red and green deviations
denote the strength of positive and negative sentiment
respectively (strength is defined as intensity times
volume).
5.3. Discussion on results
The high-frequency Forex market is proven to be
very efficient. Early researches using low-frequency
data have shown that most econometric models do
not predict the Forex rates. By training an MLP
with no news sentiment, we confirm that the same
phenomenon also holds for high-frequency settings,
and the past price series has no predictive power on
Forex movements. Furthermore, most of the baseline
sentiment analysis methods in Table 4 can not produce
meaningful sentiment time series. Although there are
some peaks in Figure 3 that seemingly signal the Forex
movements (pointed by stars), they are multi-steps
forward and hard to generalize. Therefore, we resort to
more rigorous metrics.
Table 4 lists the F-1 and accuracy scores of using





















































































Figure 3. Visualization of EUR/USD rates and the aligned, moving-averaged news sentiment time series at
different time scales: year (upper left), month (upper right), week (lower left), and intraday (lower right).
of independent experiments. The two metric are
mathematically defined as follows:
F-1 score =
2× tp




tp+ fp+ tn+ fn
, (8)
where the number of true positive, false positive, true
negative, and false negative classified samples are
denoted by tp, fp, tn, fn, respectively. We do not report
the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) because
our data is balanced in terms of both sentiment and
directional movements.
We can observe that the accuracies are much more
stable than F-1: standard deviations (S.D.) usually
differ by one order of magnitude. Since type I and
type II errors are assumed to cost similar, accuracy is
more straightforward and important for the movement
classification task. For these reasons, to omit accuracy
(as in [8]) is problematic. The two metrics also not
necessarily agree with each other. For example, FXDIC
has lower accuracy, but higher F-1 than LMDIC. The
two lexicon-based methods do not perform significantly
better than random guesses. We suspect that this is
mainly due to the coverage issue because NB and
bi-LSTM, even trained on another language domain,
perform better. Noticing that none of these methods
used the movements to train for sentiment analysis,
the systematical out-performance of bi-LSTM and
FinBERT (bold in Table 4) can be seen as evidence that
they model the movements better than a random walk.
5.4. Parameter sensitivity and significance
We perform grid-search for the best combination of
two hyperparameters, i.e., the hidden layer size of the
MLP (q), and the length of the history that sentiment
information is considered (d).
We illustrate the model performance with two
heatmaps (Figure 4), regarding our results of accuracies
and F-1s. Moreover, to better understand the
performance stability, we show two cross sections with
error bars in Figure 5 and Figure 6. The cross sections
are determined by simultaneously considering the two
metrics with more emphasis on accuracy. Error bars
are calculated and re-scaled from the 8 individual
experiments. Combined with Table 4, we conclude
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Figure 4. Heatmaps for average performance metrics for [q, d] combinations: accuracies (left) and F-1 (right).
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Figure 5. Sensitivity analysis for different values of
q: accuracies (red) and F-1 (green).
that the model significantly outperforms random guess,
though not by a large margin, when q and d are
optimized.
Intuitively, increasing the information span will
provide richer information, hence the model should
have a larger number of parameters to fully exploit the
information. We observed this corresponding relation
in our experiments. Finally, we set the parameters to
q = 6 and d = 7.
Hidden layer size (q) is proportional to the number
of trainable parameters in an MLP model. However,
there are few guidelines and the hidden layer size is
often searched trail-by-error. A too-large q will slow
down the training process and make it difficult to
converge, while a too-small q will limit the expressive
power of the MLP. We search in the range of 2 to 64
and train the model with the Adam optimizer [39], since
we have roughly 30k training samples in 6 months’ time.



















Figure 6. Sensitivity analysis for different values of
d: accuracies (red) and F-1 (green).
Sentiment information span (d) also has a big
impact on model performances. A too-short span may
not cover enough news and their propagation life-cycle
on the market, while a too long span brings in noise.
Previous researches [8, 18] suggest that d ≈ 8 ∼ 12.
Our results suggest a slightly smaller d = 7, which
means to predict the price movement after 5 minutes,
the model considers news in the last 35 minutes. This
may be due to the different years we experimented
and that our data (2016-2018) is newer as the Forex
market adapts faster to the information technologies. We
learned from this fact that to build a Forex prediction
system in practice, one should regularly adjust this
hyperparameter or use a d learned from data.
Interestingly, accuracy and F-1 also have the best
stability when their numbers are optimized with regard
to q and d. Our hypothesis to this phenomenon is that
when the model is well-fitted, it also generalizes better
to different test data periods, so the performance metrics
vary less.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this article, we propose an application scenario
of sentiment time series, i.e., to extract high-frequency
news sentiment and to use it for Forex movement
prediction. Specifically, we experimented with the
state-of-the-art (SOTA) financial sentiment analysis
technique, i.e., FinBERT, as well as other common
methods, namely NB, LMDIC, FXDIC, and bi-LSTM,
for document-level sentiment detection. Unlike most
of the previous researches on Forex market prediction
using news, we separately consider sentiment and
exclude other text features. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first research that confirms the
predictive power of high-frequency news sentiment even
without any other feature or technical analysis. We
have discovered a very weak, yet detectable predictive
power of the sentiment time series using bi-LSTM and
FinBERT. Sensitivity analyses confirm that the model
is effective only when the right model complexity and
information span are selected.
There are several limitations to this preliminary
research. The first limitation is that we only
experimented with 2.5 years of Forex rates of a
single currency pair (i.e., EUR/USD) due to limited
computational power, though the data since euro’s
introduction in 1999 is accessible; The second limitation
is on the regressive nature of the current sentiment
analysis method, i.e., it only gives a sentiment score with
no further information specified. However, it is clear
that more sophisticated techniques, such as aspect-based
sentiment analysis, concept-level sentiment analysis,
and logical reasoning, are indispensable for conquering
this task (of financial sentiment analysis and then Forex
market prediction); A last major limitation is the lack
of ground truth for the evaluation of news sentiment
from a psycho-linguistic perspective. For this reason,
we only evaluate the sentiment analysis results indirectly
and empirically, via directional classification of Forex
rates.
In future work, we plan to include a longer time span
for training and test as many other researches do. The
purpose is to test whether a larger training set could
further improve the model performances. Although
with the current settings, we have roughly 30 thousand
training samples for each experiment, which seems
enough. We also plan to include more currency pairs,
though EUR/USD is the most traded currency pair
and has the most media coverage. Finally, we plan
to manually label a set of news to enable supervised
sentiment learning or fine-tuning and, to enable direct
evaluation of financial sentiment analysis methods.
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